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Abstract 

Influencer marketing has been viewed as an effective marketing tool. Instagram is 

successively turning into a platform strictly used for advertising, partly due to the spreading 

of the influencer-profession. Might the rapid increase in usage of this marketing tool affect 

the receivers' future attitudes toward this kind of advertisement, and thus also the effectivity 

of the marketing tool? The aim of this study is to extend the understanding and knowledge of 

how the Wearout concept and change in trustworthiness appear on the marketing platform 

Instagram. Through semi-structured interviews we aim to describe and analyse if a decrease 

of trustworthiness and development of wearout occurs due to a too high frequency of 

influencer advertising on Instagram. The result of this study shows that the frequency of 

advertising affect trustworthiness in two different ways, directly affecting the trust and 

indirectly affecting trust through the phenomena of wearout. However the indirect connection 

between these two variables may be overcome by adding creativity. Further, the negative 

effect of frequency on trustworthiness may be reduced by adding parasocial interaction to the 

equation. 
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List of Definitions  

Influencer: An individual on Instagram that has been paid by one or more companies to 

recommend/advertise a product and/or service, and pose influence on the companies’ 

potential customers.  

Influencer advertising: A form of marketing on social media where influencers advertise 

products/brands.  

Collaboration: A process where a company and an influencer works together to advertise 

sed company’s product/brand. 

Frequency of advertising: How often influencer advertising is performed on Instagram 

during a period of time. 

Wearout on Instagram: An effect of boredom and annoyance derived from frequent and 

similar advertisements. 

Post: A picture or a video that has men published by a user on Instagram, that is public until 

being deleted. 

Stories: A picture or a video that has men published by a user on Instagram, that is public for 

24 hours. 

Follower: The people who “subscribe” to see another person’s posts/stories. 

Unfollow: To “unsubscribe” from seeing the person's posts/stories 

Potential customers: Some of the influencers’ followers.  
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1. Introduction  

In this chapter a brief background will introduce the subjects of Social media, Instagram and 

Influencers, also their link to trust. Afterwards the problem is discussed and different articles 

related to the subjects are brought up. Lastly, the aim and the research questions are 

presented.  

1.1 Background  

The world of social media is very profound yet peculiar. It is a platform where individuals 

share all the different aspects of their life. It is a collection name for different communication 

platforms, two examples of these platforms are Instagram and Facebook (Internetstiftelsen, 

2019). Individuals curate their lives which results in a feed filled with trends, brands and the 

highlight reels (Jacobson, n.d). The usage of social media has grown a lot, and now a huge 

part of our population spends their time on social media (Ranga and Sharma, 2014). In a 

study made by Internetstiftelsen (2019. p.110) 71% of Swedish women say that they prefer 

Instagram over other social media platforms and 73% of these are between the ages of 16-25 

(Internetstiftelsen, 2019. p.117). 

Social media has become more than a platform where pictures of lunches are being shared. It 

has advanced to a platform for marketing, where brands get into partnerships with Instagram 

users with a high follower count, so called “influencers”. According to Cambridge dictionary 

(2019) an influencer is a person who affects the way other people act, but a more specific 

definition for this day and age is “a person who is paid by a company to show and describe 

its products and services on social media, encouraging other people to buy them” (a.a.). A 

part of the job as an influencer is to advertise, collaborate and hopefully help companies sell 

different products. We see different users advertise various products/services including 

clothes and makeup in their Instagram stories. Influencer marketing is regarded as the fastest 

growing channel for advertisement according to a study made by Tomoson (2015). It 

continues to provide advertisers with credible opportunities that tell the brands story.   

In a report written by Influencer Marketing Hub (2019)  they mention that the popularity of 

Instagram is thriving. It is also the platform that has been flourishing the most during 2019. 

The same report also mentions that Instagram is beloved by the younger generation, and that 

they are slowly leaving Facebook behind. This is because they believe that Facebook is more 

appropriate for the older generation, their parents. Which might be a reason for why more and 

more brands are spending their marketing budget on influencer marketing (Influencer 

Marketing Hub, 2019).  

However, Hörnfelt (2018) states that the most important factor for an influencer is the trust 

that their followers have for them. As mentioned before, influencers are paid to market a 

brand’s products/services to their followers.  
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But can the trust for an influencer change depending on their frequency of advertisements? 

Do the followers get bored and/or annoyed when faced with the same type of ads? Is wearout 

an effect that occurs on social media as well?  

1.2 Problem Discussion  

1.2.1 Trust 

Lou and Yuan (2019) investigated the mechanisms underlying influencer marketing effects 

on consumers through social media. By providing a model considering the roles of consumer 

trust and source credibility, the framework of advertising value is broadened. Further the 

study contributes to the registry of social media advertising effects and fill the gap between 

the increasing innovativativeness in marketing and lack of relevant research (Lou and Yuan, 

2019). 

Social media users’ trust in branded content among influencers has a considerable impact on 

purchase intentions and brand awareness. On this basis it could -according to Lou and Yuan 

(2019)- be accredited to put more effort in selecting influencers with trustworthy content. 

Particularly the factors “attractiveness”, “similarity” and “trustworthiness” affect the 

followers trust towards the influencer, which should be evaluated by the brands when 

recruiting influencers. Attractiveness concern the likeability or physical appeal while 

similarity refers to the receivers’ perceived likeness of the source. This likeness is based upon 

factors such as ideology and demography (Lou and Yuan, 2019). The authors aimed to study 

brand awareness rather than the attitude evaluation of brands/advertisements. According to 

their study the perceived entertainment value did not affect brand awareness, however the 

authors did not investigate the effect of entertainment value on the perceived attitude of the 

follower.  

Van-Tien Dao, Nhat Hanh Le, Ming-Sung Cheng and Chao Chen (2014) stated that, among 

others, one of their hypotheses got verified, i.e.: “Advertising entertainment has a positive 

influence on consumers’ perceived value of advertising in the social media environment” 

(Van-Tien Dao et al. 2014, p. 276). Chu and Kim (2011, see Dao et al., 2014) stated that in 

the context of Social Media Advertising (SMA) the entertainment value is derived from the 

social interactions between consumers and advertising connections, specifically advertising 

connections’ exposure of personal information and/or delivering of relevant advertisements to 

personal contacts. Based on this insight our study a part of the aim is to investigate if the 

amount of advertisements on social media influencers’ platforms may hazard their disclosure 

of personal information and consequently negatively affect the consumers value of 

advertising (i.e. the earlier mentioned hypothesis confirmed by Van-Tien Dao et al. 2014). 

Ducoffe (1996, see Sun, Lim, Jiang, Peng and Chen, 2010) defines “informativeness” as to 

what extent the web-ad meet the consumers’ need for product information, whereas 

“entertainment” refers to how well the web-ad satisfy the need of aesthetics, escapism, 

diversion and emotional release. Sun et al. (2010) further builds upon the understanding of 

the effect of these two factors (i.e. informativeness and entertainment) through examining the 
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effect of the concepts by considering the role of gender as a moderating variable. The 

experiment fulfilled by Sun et al. (2010) pose the acknowledgement that informativeness 

affect males attitude more positively than females, and that entertainment form a more 

positive attitude for females than for males. 

Due to our aims, this study delimitates to females as respondents, likewise due to the 

acknowledgement that females value entertainment higher than males does (Sun et al., 2010). 

1.2.2 Wearout Effect 

The positive respectively negative effects of repeated exposures to an advertisement is 

described by the concepts wearin and wearout. These concepts refers to the process of an 

advertisement firstly going from unrecognizable to its most effective stage (the wearin phase) 

due to increased exposure to the consumer. Lastly this stage passes into the decreasing of 

advertising-effect, namely the wearout phase (i.e. the effect of consumer boredom and/or 

irritation), also this due to increased exposure to the consumer (Bass, Bruce, Majumdar and 

Murthi, 2007). This phenomenon has been studied several times in different contexts, but in 

terms of traditional marketing platforms (e.g. Bass, Bruce, Majumdar and Murthi, 2007 ; 

Pechmann and Stewart, 1988). Further wear out somewhat has been studied in light of online 

websites (e.g. Chae, Bruno and Feinberg, 2019).  

1.2.3 Social Media and Influencer Marketing 

On Instagram, brands and instagram users may use the feature “stories” to upload media on 

products and other miscellaneous information. This feature opens up opportunities for 

individuals to observe a series of videos and pictures that expire after 24 hours if not deleted 

by the individual. By using filters, emojis, texts and interactive features the stories are 

personalized. Stories enable Instagram users to publish more interactive content unlike 

regular Instagram posts where images are polished and beautified (Octoly, 2018).  

In their study, Why we ignore social networking advertising written, Hadija, Barnes and Hair 

(2012) researched how college students understand advertisements in social media. The 

authors found  that the users of social media do not dislike advertisement, simply because 

they do not pay attention to the ongoing advertisements. The users implies that there are other 

things on social media that are more “attractive” (Hadija, Barnes and Hair, 2012). Casaló, 

Flavián and Ibáñez-Sánchez (2018) describe that if a collaboration takes place between a 

brand and an influencer, the followers of the influencer can get a negative view of the 

published picture, video or text.  

A report by Influencer Marketing Hub (2019), investigated Influencer marketing and 

concluded that the influencer marketing industry has increased. The industry was worth 1.7-

billion-dollar year 2016, 3-billion-dollar year 2017, 4.6 billion-dollar year 2018 and the 

potential worth of the industry is expected to be 6.5 billion dollar this year. The authors also 

mention that influencer marketing focused platforms and agencies has more than doubled and 

is expected to continue growing as a market from 2015 to 2018. Influencer marketing has 
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been a contributing part to the success of some companies, but has at the same time been 

something costly for other companies. In order to succeed in influencer marketing, the 

companies must practise an understanding of how to apply this type of marketing. 

Understanding influencer marketing means choosing the right influencer whose followers 

matches the target group of the product or service that is to be advertised (Influencer 

Marketing Hub, 2019).  

Further, the same report mentions that Instagram had one billion users in 2018, and nearly 

approaches two billion users today. Facebook, on the other hand, had 2.27 billion users year 

2018, which is significantly more than Instagram. However, 830 marketing professionals and 

brand representatives that drive marketing campaigns have been studied, and a big part of 

them still choose to use Instagram when developing marketing campaigns. Only 31% of these 

830 marketing professionals and brand representatives focus on the sector B2B, the 

remaining 69% focus on the sector B2C. This could be a reason to why Instagram is more 

popular among them, as it is more prevalent in B2C marketing. Statistics from Blue Carona is 

mentioned in the report Influencer Marketing Hub, which shows that Facebook is more useful 

in marketing purposes when it is about marketing to companies, and Instagram is more useful 

when it comes to consumer focused marketing (Influencer Marketing Hub, 2019).  

Nonetheless, although using different keywords searching for information, we have not found 

enough research on the wearout or frequency effect on today's social media platforms nor on 

influencers as the marketing channel regarding the two aspects wearout and frequency. 

Specifically, there is a lack of knowledge about how this in turn affect the followers’ trust 

toward an influencer on the platform Instagram. This lead us to assume that not much 

research has been done on this subject, giving us a reason to continue with this study in this 

subject to hopefully contribute to the subject and give an idea for future research. This result 

in the aim of our study that bases on the gap in previous research we have noticed. 

1.3 Aim  

The aim of this study is to describe and analyse if females, between the ages of 20-25, 

indicate a decrease of trustworthiness and a development of wearout of advertisement when 

the frequency of Instagram advertisements become too intense. Further the study aim to 

increase the knowledge of wearout and the effect of trustworthiness. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

Our research questions emerging from earlier research follow: 

● How may the factor “frequency of advertising” affect the trustworthiness of the 

influencer?   

● How may the factor “wearout” affect the trustworthiness of the influencer?   

○ Can wearout result in different outcomes of trustworthiness? 

1.5 Limitations  

The limits of this study is firstly, to only investigate females between the ages of 20-25 who 

resides in Sweden. Secondly, the type of marketing that is to be studied is Influencer 

marketing on the platform Instagram. Limits on theories have also been made. Theories 

connected to the research questions have been chosen, where the main focus is on wearout, 

influencer marketing and its effects on trustworthiness. 
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2. Theoretical framework  

In this chapter, the different theories that form the basis of the study’s research are 

presented. The chapter describes the concepts, Influencer marketing, Opinion leadership, 

Credibility, Purchase intention, Parasocial interactions and Wearout. Furthermore, a 

theoretical synthesis is presented in the end with a model to present how the theories goes 

together and how they will be analyzed.  

2.1 Influencer Marketing 

An influencer is the main character in the Influencer marketing strategy and is someone who 

has built up a network with many followers. The influencer is mostly a content creator who, 

by sharing pictures, videos and text, gives their followers a possibility to be a part of their 

daily life, but also to take part of their opinions and experiences. When an influencer is paid 

by a brand to market their products, the advertisement method is called influencer marketing 

(De Veirman, Cauberghe and Hudders, 2017). Lahti (n.d) also describes the concept of 

influencer marketing as something that can take form when someone for example share a 

picture on their Instagram account in collaboration with a company. When an influencer 

advertise a product, they do it by interweaving it in their personal life (Abidin, 2015 See in 

De Veirman, Cauberghe and Hudders, 2017). According to Konsumentverket (2019) -a 

Swedish governmental agency for consumer affairs- the laws regarding marketing are strict. 

If a collaboration is made between a brand and an influencer, Swedish law demands that it is 

articulated clearly and visually when being advertised by the influencer (Konsumentverket, 

2019). Kristen Matthews (2013), a marketing and community manager for GroupHigh - a 

blogger database company -  addresses why influencers are so important and touches upon 

that consumers more often put their trust in a third party rather than the brand. Matthews also 

mentions that the current consumers are more likely to buy a product when hearing about it 

from someone they trust and by doing their own research on it.  

One of the biggest challenges companies face with influencer marketing is to identify the 

right type of influencer. The ultimate influencer should have a big impact on the target group 

and should be able to influence them through their posts (Momtaz, Aghaie and Alizadeh 

2011; Pophal 2016, see De Veirman. Cauberghe and Hudders, 2017). The reason why so 

much emphasis is placed on identifying the right influencer is based on the fact that it adds 

trust to the buying process through stronger purchase intentions when increased trust (Ranga 

and Sharma, 2014). But it is also important that a brand choose an influencer that is 

“beloved”, or in others words liked by the followers. This, because the authors imply that the 

followers attitude towards the influencer affects the brand (Friestad and Wright 1994; Tutaj 

and Van Reijmmersdal 2012 see De Veirman, Cauberghe and Hudders, 2017). Hörnfeldt 

(2018) mentions that the most important quality an influencer has is not only sharing 

beautiful pictures, good content and well written texts, but also the trust the followers have 

towards the influencer. In other words, she describes that credibility is the key for an 

influencers’ success in terms of earning money. 
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2.1.1 An Influencer as an Opinion Leader 

An opinion leader is, according to Cambridge dictionary (2019), “a person whose opinions 

about something such as a product or an issue have a big influence on the opinions of 

others”. Further an opinion leader may be defined as a person who by their own personal 

connections can influence others (Saito,Teramoto and Inoue, 2015). Opinion leaders address 

their experiences with issues and/or products and advice others to buy or not buy 

products/brands (Schiffman and Wisenblit, 2015). According to a study done by Sideqik – an 

Influencer marketing platform – where they asked consumers if they trust influencers’ 

opinions or friends’ opinions more.  The results showed that 70% of them trust influencers as 

much as, or even more than the opinions of a friend (O’Malley, 2019). As reported by Leal, 

Hor-Meyll, and de Paula Pessôa (2014, see Casaló, Flavián and Ibáñez-Sánches, 2018) 

opinion leaders should possess at least one of these characteristics: be and an active 

representative on an online community, be an expert on a service or a product or be regarded 

as having good sense in relation to purchase decisions. An opinion leader is also described as 

someone who individuals turn to, to get their opinion from, before making their own purchase 

decision and recommendation. The authors imply that opinion leaders are the ones who 

people turn to when they need advice and information (Rogers and Cartano, 1962). The 

transmitted information from the opinion leaders may include selecting the best brands, how 

to utilize the products and where to buy them). The opinion leaders act like a middleman 

between mass media and the masses, they pass along what is alluring and engaging to other 

people. For influencers on social media, they pass along information and advertisements to 

their followers (Schiffman and Wisenblit, 2015). 

Media content is mostly consumed by the opinion leaders. Moreover, they have more 

followers and are more active on social media (National Academy of Sciences 2014). The 

platform mostly used by opinion leaders is Instagram, this due to the sense of immediacy and 

the many communities that are created. In comparison to other social media networks (SNS) 

Instagram has shown a higher rate in engagement. In the case of influencer the percentage of 

engagement is greater (Casaló, Flavián and Ibáñez-Sánchez, 2018).  

De Veirman, Cauberghe and Hudders (2017) express that the number of followers an 

individual has on Instagram may impact their popularity which may lead to the person being 

considered as an opinion leader. Therefore, influencers may also be referred to as opinion 

leaders. “Influencers have become the “holy grail” for today’s marketers” (National 

Academy of Science, 2014, p.53). Without the support of influential individuals at an early 

stage a brand cannot become a grand trend in our society. Furthermore, the power of these 

individuals can interrupt an expansion of a promising brand on the market that might have 

had the prospect of succeeding (Keller and Berry, 2003 see Saito,Teramoto and Inoue 2015).   

Burson-Marsteller (2001, see Saito,Teramoto and Inoue, 2015) state that influential 

individuals, who have an all-around impact on society can control the fate of brands and 

might even regulate the course of both the consumers’ and companies issues by having a 

strong opinion. Claims like this pushes companies to consider influencers as promising 
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marketers for their brand. This, because the influencer provides interesting and persuasive 

information.  

2.2 Credibility on Social Media 

Credibility is a characteristic of a person, a brand or a product. This characteristic have been 

widely studied by different researchers over the years. Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953, see 

Lou and Yuan, 2019) developed the concept of credibility by dividing it into two different 

areas: (1) Expertise and (2) trustworthiness. The earlier concern qualification or competences 

(McCroskey 1966, see Lou and Yuan, 2019) and the latter concern the perception of the 

sources honesty, truthfulness and sincerity (Giffin 1967, see Lou and Yuan, 2019). 

Moorman, Deshpande and Zaltman (1993, p. 82) defines “trust” as “a willingness to rely on 

an exchange partner in whom one has confidence.”. Lou and Yuan (2019) argue, based on 

prior findings, that the marketing content values (namely informativeness and entertainment) 

will have an effect on the followers’ trust in the advertised posts. The credibility of a source 

may operate in two different ways of persuasion, either by serving as an external signal when 

the likelihood of “choosing” is low, or by practice processing of arguments when likelihood 

of “choosing” is high (Lou and Yuan, 2019). Further the authors state that influencer 

marketing may increase brand awareness due to mentions from influencers and that it, in fact, 

is the aim of influencer marketing. Brand awareness may in turn drive sales.  

Advertising may affect a recipient through annoying, manipulating, offending or by diverting 

their attention from personal goals, which can cause irritation (Ducoffe, 1996, see Lou and 

Yuan, 2019) An advertisements ability to convey product information and ability to entertain 

are according to Sun et al. (2010) the positive cognitive and affective values in contrast to the 

consumers negative cognitive reaction; irritation. In addition, Dao et al. (2014) determined 

the fact that the factors informativeness, credibility and entertainment determine the value-

perception of the advertisement, a cognition that in turn affect the intention to purchase the 

advertised product.  

Influencers publish updates on social media, were they are transferring both entertainment 

and informational value to their followers. The publications on social media are within the 

scope of their expertise areas, and for the purpose of influencing the followers via persuasive 

messages. Informativeness refers to information about alternatives of products or information 

about the advertised product, whereas entertainment recall the influencers’ ability to 

personalize their posts aesthetically and through personality twists, in turn creating 

entertainment value for followers (Lou and Yuan, 2019). Others (i.a. Chu and Kim, 2011, see 

Dao et al., 2014) defines entertainment value as value derived from the social interactions 

between consumers and advertising connections, specifically advertising connections’ 

exposure of personal information and/or delivering of relevant advertisements to personal 

contacts. The perceived value of the advertising content, consisting of informativeness and 

entertainment, may shape the reaction and attitude to a specific branded post (Lou and Yuan, 

2019). 
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2.2.1 Purchase Intentions 

The attitude toward a branded post may have an impact on the purchase intention of the 

follower. Spears and singh (2004, see Lou and Yuan, 2019) explain purchase intentions as a 

conscious plan to, at least make an effort to go through with a purchase of a brand. Magistris 

and Gracia (2008, see Lou and Yuan, 2019) assert that because of the nature of the purchase 

intention (i.e. possibility or likelihood of willingness to purchase a specific product) the 

intention naturally trigger purchasing behaviour. Consumers’ attitudes towards brands and 

advertisements affect their intentions to purchase (Lou and Yuan, 2019). Dao et al. (2014) 

observed that Vietnamese social media users’ perceived value of advertising affected their 

purchase intentions.  

Prior researchers have found that the characteristics previously mentioned (i.e. expertise, 

attractiveness and trustworthiness) may transfer a positive cognitive attitude towards 

advertisements and/or brands, and further lead to expanding purchase intentions (Lee and 

Koo, 2015). 

2.2.2 Parasocial Interaction  

Parasocial interaction, PSI, is a theory defined by Donald Horton and Richard Wohl (1956). 

This theory regards the “interaction” between the actors in traditional mass media such as TV 

and movies, and the ones who watch it (Horton and Wohl, 1956). In other words when one-

sided relation appears between the favorite TV-actor and the one who admires this actor 

(Labrecque, 2013). A relation like that is often self-establish where only one of them is aware 

of it. The fan admires the person and the actor is unaware of the “relationship” and cannot 

affect it (Kellman, 1958 in Sokolova and Kefi, 2019). Furthermore, it is mentioned that the 

one who admires the artist believes that they are involved in a two way communication 

relationship. In other words, they may think that the artist is talking right to her/him, as if 

they are in a real relationship (Labrecque, 2014). Greenwood et al. is brought up and 

mentions that women especially, have a tendency to have parasocial interactions with 

celebrities, which is based on the desire of having the same look. Nambisan and Watt (2011) 

is also mentioned in the article written by Sakolova and Kefi and state that this type of 

relationship can look like the relationship that exists between social media users and 

influencers. This because, as earlier mentioned, social media users can decide if they want to 

follow an influencer, which in turn means that the follower can take part of the influencer’s 

life (Sakolova and Kefi, 2019).  

Though it is mentioned that the type of relationship that exists between a follower and an 

influencer is not really indirect, because the followers of an influencer can decide if they want 

to comment and discuss the photos and videos that the influencers are sharing. 

Simultaneously, the influencer can respond to the comments. Which creates a dynamic two-

way street of conversation. On the other hand, since the influencer can’t respond to all of 

them, for the reason being the high follower count and great amount of comments. This leads 

to it once again becoming a one-sided relationship between the influencer and the follower, 

that Horton and Wohl meant exist between the artist behind the TV and the viewer (See 
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Labrecque, 2014, Lee and Watkins, 2016 in Sakolova and Kefi, 2019). Djafarova and 

Rushworth (2017) are also mentioned in the same article written by Sakolova and Kefi (2019) 

where they write that influencers seem to have a big persuasion and credibility. This, because 

consumers are more capable to relate to the influencers and also get affected by them. 

2.3 Wearout Effect 

Wearout is a phenomena that occurs when an advertisement starts to lose its power and start 

to annoy and/or bore the recipient. Whilst the wearin refer to the positive effect of repeated 

advertisement exposure, the wearout explicate the negative effect on consumers perception of 

an advertisement. The wearout effect is characterized by a delay in the quality of the 

advertising, in other words; de declining effect of the advertisement on the recipient of the 

advertisement. The effectiveness of the advertisement may even pass the limit of 

effectiveness and consequently start generating a negative effect on the recipient (Bass, 

Bruce, Majumdar and Murthi, 2007).  

The effect of wearin respective wearout may be influenced by different factors at the 

advertisement such as; (1) rational/emotional appeal, (2) level of persuasion, (3) motivation 

among the potential customer to process the ad and (4) the grade of competing 

advertisements. Another important influence is the varying of the advertisement copy (Bass, 

Bruce, Majumdar and Murthi, 2007). Further, Grass and Wallace (1969, see Bass, Bruce, 

Majumdar and Murthi, 2007) imply that the effectiveness, particularly the recall of 

advertisements, are affected by this variation of copied advertisement.  

Naik et al. (1998, see Bass, Bruce, Majumdar and Murthi, 2007) make a distinction between 

two sources of wearout, namely copy wearout and repetition wearout. The decline in 

effectiveness of advertisements that occur due to copy wearout may build on a change in the 

consumers’ condition, for instance an increase in product-knowledge. Copy wearout may also 

be caused by imitation of ad-strategy, or advertising style, either by competing brands or 

brands in other branches. Thirdly, the attention to the advertisement may decrease in case of 

high degree of competitiveness. When other firms imitate advertising style, the contrast 

between campaigns reduces and enhances the chasing of the potential consumers’ attention.  

The second source of wearout, repetition, relates to the decay in advertising effectiveness due 

to repeated exposures of a specific advertisement. Repetition wearout affects the potential 

consumers’ interest in the benefits of processing the advertisement as well as making the 

potential consumer bored or irritated. Repetition wear out is the wearout-source referring to 

the amount of advertisement whilst copy wearout refers to the passage of time (Bass, Bruce, 

Majumdar and Murthi, 2007). 

The amount of ad repetition might be an indicator of the ad quality, this in line with their 

findings that consumers appeared to assume that “if it’s advertised too much, there must be 

something wrong” (Kirmani, 1997, p.84). 
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2.4 Theoretical Synthesis  

To answer the research questions, the most relevant theories - according to us-  were 

mentioned in the theoretical framework chapter. These theories have given a greater 

knowledge and understanding surrounding the phenomenon that is to be researched.  

As mentioned above, Influencer marketing can intensify brand awareness when choosing the 

right influencer. The choice can make a big difference in a brand's popularity on Instagram. 

This is a challenge for many brands. Likewise, it can also increase the purchase intentions in 

their potential customers. However, the followers also deal with challenges when facing 

influencer marketing. In line with our experiences, we found that the biggest issue potential 

customers may encounter is the subject of trust. Which is what is needed for the followers to 

continue with the aspect of purchase. It is also a reason why companies put time and money 

to find the correct influencer to advertise their products. These influencers may take the role 

of being their followers opinion leaders, where their impression about products make an 

impact on the potential customers. This is where trust becomes important, where apparently 

the majority of people put their trust in the hands of the influencers. It is more likely for an 

individual on instagram to take an influencers opinion in consideration than a friend. This 

makes the theory of PSI interesting. People might regard the influencers as a continuation of 

their friend group. This development is a branch within PSI, where -in this case- social media 

users connect to the influencer and may create a relationship with them. Moreover, the 

followers are quite capable of relating to the influencer. That comes to hand when advertising 

a product, nevertheless, trust can also be lost and advertisement can bore a follower. When 

being exposed to advertisements several times a week/day humans tend to lose interest 

according to the theory of wearout. Where it is explained that a recurring advertisement on 

traditional media platforms will proceed to make a person bored. However, the phenomena 

has not been studied much on social media.  

  

Figure 1: An illustration of the two different processes’ effect on an Instagram follower’s trust. 
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In this study the aspects of the frequency of general advertisements will be researched, 

specifically how the frequency of influencer advertisements might affect the followers trust 

towards the influencer. Also, the phenomena of wearout, which is an effect of frequent 

advertisement, but the difference is that the advertisements are similar. The similarity of ads 

is what generates the effect of something being “worn out”. A model has been made to 

simplify the two steps that are to be analyzed. The first step is to see if and how the frequency 

of ads (F) has an effect on the followers’ trust (T) , where wearout is not a factor at all. This 

is only to see if the frequency of advertisements will affect the trust followers have towards 

influencers. To achieve the effect of wearout a moderating variable (similarity, S) has to be 

added to the frequency, this to end up with the feeling of being “worn out”. The second step 

is to see how and if wearout (W) affects the trust (T) of the followers. The model is built 

upon the four variables Frequency, Wearout, Trust and Similarity, and the arrows between 

these variables represent the one way relationship we have chosen to study in this paper. The 

relationship between the variables may of course take different directions in reality, but these 

alternative directions have no significance in terms of the aim of this paper. 
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3. Method 

In this chapter, the chosen topic is discussed and the methodological approach is described. 

Thereafter, it is presented how the theoretical framework was developed, how the empirical 

data was gathered and how the respondents were chosen. Moreover, the creation of the 

interview guide is explained. Finally, the study is assessed in terms of validity, 

trustworthiness and ethical principles. Also, a segment of critical aspects are acknowledged.  

3.1 Choice of Subject  

The topic chosen was based on an immense personal interest in social media networks from 

the writers. Especially in the new and current trends of influencer marketing on Instagram. 

That platform has emerged as one of influencers favorite platforms. It has also made it 

possible for companies to market their brand in a new innovative way, and today it is a very 

popular way of marketing. What makes this subject most interesting is how consumers feel 

about the frequency of advertisements and how they experience it. 

3.2 Choice of Methodological Approach 

When choosing a method approach two alternatives emerge to choose between, a 

quantitative- and qualitative path. Where the first mention way summaries the results with 

numbers and the second with words. When strategically selecting right which method to use, 

it is natural to regard the problem that’s highlighted (Holme and Solvang, 1997). A 

qualitative approach is the most appropriate for this study (Jacobsen, 2017). He means that 

this approach gives a more complex and a more enriching content (a.a.). Traits that 

differentiates the qualitative method from the quantitative method is i.a, that it is based on 

analysis and interpretation of expressions, observations, statements, etc. The main focus is on 

how and why (Rienecker and Jørgensen, 2018). Qualitative methods tend to capture the 

identity of the individual unit and their particular life situation (Holme and Solveng, 1997).  

3.3 Collection of Theoretical Framework 

When connecting data to theoretical concepts, there are three different approaches that can be 

applied, namely; Induction, deduction and abduction, taking different directions when 

switching between empirical data and theory. The inductive approach is based on empirical 

data when formulating theoretical concepts. On the contrary deductive root in theoretical 

concepts which set the limitation of relevant empirical data to collect in the present study.  

The studied phenomenon, marketing on social media, has increased quickly in recent years 

and therefore the theoretical framework and terminology does not catch up with this fast-

growing tendency. In this case an inductive approach may be of relevance according to Yin 

(2013). Jacobsen (2017) argues that a study cannot be entirely inductive or deductive. The 

approach can not only be based theoretically as the theory is in turn built upon earlier 

observations. Further the world should not be viewed as “tabula rasa”, in other words viewed 
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as a blank space without prejudices and presumptions. In the current study the approach is 

neither strictly inductive or deductive, but has more of an inductive orientation. 

Litterature, publications and scientific articles were used to build up the theoretical 

framework. The literature that was used were all found in Örebro university’s library and the 

scientific articles were obtained through digital search engines such as Primo, Google Scholar 

and Tandfonline. When choosing the articles, the title relevancy was assessed firstly. 

Afterwards, the abstract was reviewed, if it could contribute to the study the whole article 

was read and analyzed. To reach a wider range of articles, english keywords were used. In the 

search processes the words used include: Influencer marketing, influencer, influencer trust, 

trust, credibility, advertisement, Instagram, Social media, Parasocial interaction, Wearout,  

Frequency advertisement, Repetitive advertisement. 

3.4 Collection of Empirical Data 

A semi structured interview style was chosen for the selected method of empirical data 

gathering. According to Gratton and Jones (2010), this kind of interview style is the best 

format. When using this interview style, it gives the interviewer a simpler way to adjust the 

questions based on the respondents’ answers. The questions do not have to follow an exact 

interview guide, which gives the interviewer a chance to pick up on things said by the 

respondents (Bryman, 2012). 

A sense of dynamic flow is also added with this format which furthermore makes it easier to 

ask follow up questions without it feeling enforces (Gratton and Jones 2010). The goal is to 

keep the place safe and comfortable for the interviewee. Which, Eriksson and Weidersheim-

Paul (2014) emphasizes. 

The interviews were done woman-to-woman. The respondents were all females between the 

ages of 20-25. This demographic was chosen because, as mentioned earlier, females use 

Instagram more than men and the platform used most by influencers is Instagram. The age 

group was chosen because as mentioned in the introduction, females between the ages of 16-

25 prefer Instagram over other social media platforms. We chose to start from the age of 20 

to minimize the range and also to make it more comfortable for us. This to represent our own 

ages, as we -at the start of the research thesis- were 20, 23 and 25 years old. A disadvantage 

is that when there is only opinions from one sex and one age group, the result may be one-

sided. However, as this is a Bachelor thesis and as the statistics were in favor of females, the 

choice had to be made to center the study to gather more profound and usable data.  

According to Jacobsen (2017) face-to-face interviews are the most common in a qualitative 

method. It results in a more dynamic and informative communication. The author means that 

it is suitable for establishing trust, openness and a good-flow in the conversation. Moreover, 

the respondent presents their point of view. Additionally, there are minor distractions and the 

interviewer can control and observe the whole situation. Furthermore, a great amount of data 

can be provided to later analyze. A downside when using this kind of interview-style is that it 
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is time consuming, also it may be hard to find interviewees who are comfortable with this 

method (Jacobsen, 2017). 

Before going out to collect the data, Rienecker and Jorgensen (2018) mentions that it is 

important to formulate the problem in the study as much as possible. But also, if the data is 

collected from humans, it is important to think about the information that is given to the 

respondents, about the study and ethics (Rienecker and Jorgensen 2018). Ethics will be 

brought up further down in this chapter. 

  

Christensen, Engdahl, Grääs and Haglund (2016) mentions that it is important to contact the 

respondent before the interview and give the respondent some information, for example, how 

long the interview will take, the purpose of the study and the themes that will be discussed 

during the interview. Furthermore, it is important to mention that the respondent has a choice 

of being named or being anonymous in the interview. It is thereby good to mention it at the 

start of the interview. This is because if the respondent know about the anonymity, it can 

make him/her respond more honestly and decrease twisted answers by the respondent 

(Christensen, et al. 2016).  

The interviews started with general and open questions about social media, influencers and 

their own definition of influencers. This to make the respondent comfortable and to gather 

their angle on the subject. Jacobsen (2017) writes that having too narrow formulated 

questions can lead the respondent to answer the way the interviewer wants, in that case it can 

lead to deceptive data. 

Of course, shortcomings occur regarding the method of choice. This study investigates 

females between 20-25 years of age in Sweden. However, Holme and Solvang (1997) 

underlines that there is a chance of misleading results considering that the interviewees do not 

represent the whole population -within the chosen demographic limits.  

3.5 Composition of Interview Guide  

   

The interview guide was created based on the themes of influencers, Influences marketing, 

parasocial interaction, wearout and trust (that permeated the themes). When the interview 

guide was created, it was important to ask open-ended questions that would allow the 

respondent to answer in their own words. Christensen et al., (2016) mentions some examples 

of question words such as what, how and why. It is then mentioned that it is important to ask 

follow-up questions in order to find out the underlying causes of the respondent's answers, for 

example, to something that the interviewer does not understand and wants to have 

clarification on. However, it is important that the follow-up questions are linked to the open 

questions. In semi-structured interviews, factual questions or “closed questions” can also be 

used, which was done in this study by asking e.g. the question: "Do you follow some 

influencers on Instagram?" The answer to this kind of question is usually short (Christensen 

et al., 2016). 
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In addition, long questions were avoided in the interview, while difficult theoretical words 

were avoided. The reason why difficult theoretical words were avoided was because the 

ambition was not to make the respondent confused or make her misunderstand something. 

Sensitive questions, such as if you feel a "connection" to the influencer were asked at the end 

of the interview just because it is important to have a "good contact" with the respondent 

before asking those kinds of questions (Christensen et al., 2016). In a semi-structured 

interview, the order in which each question is asked may vary from each interview occasion, 

which has also happened in this study. In other words, the order of the asked questions has 

been varied, mainly because in some interviews the respondent answered a question while 

answering another at the same time. Unlike some others interviews where the same question 

did not become answered and therefore were asked when it was supposed to be asked 

(Christensen et al., 2016). 

 

The interview questions are divided into three categories, which are influencers, connection 

and Credibility: Influencer marketing and wearout. The interview guide can be found in 

Appendix 2.  

 

3.5.1 Selection of Respondents  

To begin with, this study is not a “total search”, in other words the entire target population is 

not examined. It has only been a selection of the target population mainly because otherwise 

it would have been very time-consuming. Further, Christensen, et al. (2016) mentions that 

there are two types of selections; probability selection and non-probability selection. The last-

mentioned means that the respondent cannot be selected probability, which has been done in 

this study. In other words, the respondents could not be selected probable because there were 

three criteria that they needed to fulfil. The first one was that the respondent had to have an 

Instagram account and the second criteria was that she had to follow at least one influencer. 

The last one was that the respondent had to be a female between the ages of 20 – 25 

(Christensen et al., 2016). 

 

Further, Christensen, et al. (2016) writes about different selections methods within non-

probability selection, such as “self-selection” and “comfort selection”. The first one, self-

selection, means that the respondent took the initiative to participate in the survey such as 

after having made an announcement about the survey. Convenience selection, on the other 

hand, means that respondents who were available are selected. In other words, respondents 

are asked if they can participate in the survey and if they can participate, they participate in 

the survey. In this study, both self-selection and a convenience selection were made. The self-

selection was in the form of an advertisement was made in a Facebook group where women 

around the age 20 - 25 are members. There were four girls who wrote that they wanted to 

participate in the study. Convenience selection “appeared” on the other six women who 

matched the study's criteria by asking them if they could be included in the study. Below a 

table is presented where the respondents are anonymous due to the wishes of some of the 

respondents. The table also shows the age and hometown of each respondent. All of the 
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interviews took place in Örebro and Stockholm. However, it appears that the respondents live 

temporarily in Örebro, but actually live in another city which we call hometown. The table 

also shows the occupation that each of the respondents has, furthermore, the date of when the 

interview took place (Christensen et al., 2016). 

 

Table 1: Overview of all respondents that participated in the study.  

Respondent 

 

Age Hometown Occupation 

 

Date of 

interview  

R1  22 years Örebro Business Administration Student   7/12-19 

R2  20 years Stockholm Nail Technician  9/12-19 

R3  21 years Jönköping Nursing Student 9/12-19 

R4  23 years Jönköping Social Studies Student 16/12-19 

R5  25 years Bålsta Media, PR & Communication 

Student 

17/12-19 

R6   22 years Örebro Biomedical Scientist Student 18/12-19 

R7   21 years Örebro Business Administration Student 18/12-19 

R8   21 years Köping Business Administration Student 19/12-19 

R9   24 years Stockholm Teacher Student 19/12-19 

  

3.6  Method of Analysis  

Eksell and Thelander (2014) explain the abstraction steps (Carney in Miles and Huberman 

(1994) that describes the analysis work when a qualitative method is chosen in three steps. 

The first step is to “sum and pack the empirical data”, and the second step is to “repackage 

and aggregate the empiricism”. The last step is about “develop an explained framework” 

(Eksell and Thelander, 2014. s.204). 

  

In the first step,” to sum and pack the empirical data”, the transcripts text from all of the nine 

interviews were read closely by all three authors of this study a few times. The next “substep” 

in this step was to code according to concepts and then divide them into categories. This was 
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done a few times in different ways until the “final one” was done. Examples of the keywords 

that were highlighted are: influence, script, followers and trust. This was done on Google 

drive, where all of the authors could take part by marking the concepts in different colors. 

When the coding took part in the research questions and aims of this study were in the mind.  

Since neither a 100% strictly inductive or deductive were approached in this study the 

theories and keywords were only preliminary. This, because there was a constant interaction 

between the theory and the empirical data (Eksell and Thelander, 2014). 

  

In the second step, “to repackage and aggregate the empiricism”, the themes were identified. 

Now relationships between the code categories could be seen. In this step the focus was on 

creating a complete image. The themes ended up with being influencer, influencer marketing 

on Instagram, frequency of advertisement, the phenomena of wearout on Instagram and 

avoidance (Eksell and Thelander, 2014).  

  

In the last step, “develop an explained framework”, the empirical data from step two were 

interpreted to the theoretical framework. The themes were clarified in this step, which lead to 

some of the material being removed while some material were added. Basically this step is 

about putting what we already know about the subject against the study. This leads to the 

contribution of the study becoming more clear (Eksell and Thelander, 2014).  

 

3.7 Validity and Trustworthiness 

This study proceeds with a few criteria connected to validity and trustworthiness. As stated 

by Bryman (2012) they are important factors to assure quality of research. By validity it 

indicates whether “‘you are observing, identifying, or “measuring” what you are “ (Bryman. 

2012. p.390). Which LeCompte and Goetz (1982) agrees with, by mentioning that validity 

requires demonstrations of the match between the generated, refines or tested propositions 

and the causal conditions. 

 

Trustworthiness on the other hand is made up by four factors; credibility, transferability, 

dependability and confirmability 

3.7.1 Credibility 

Credibility is a factor to establishing that the research and the results are believable and or 

genuine. Where it is dependent on the gathering information’s richness to mirror the reality of 

the empirics. For this to happen, the research should be done by for example following the 

ethical rules, that will be mentioned in section 3.8.   

3.7.2 Transferability  

Transferability signifies the level in which the research can be transferred to other 

subjects/environments (Bryman, 2012). They also mention Clifford Geertz practice of thick 

description, and mean that by being more thorough and rich enough context would be 
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provided so that others could make a judgement of the transferability (Bryman, 2012). In this 

study clear articulation has been aspired and to achieve it, thoroughness has been an 

important factor.  

3.7.3 Dependability 

Dependability is described as a “journaling” approach, where the researchers ensures records 

of the process, especially in the methodology chapter, for example selection of research 

participation and transcripts of interviews in this study, this was applied by writing and 

describing the methods used accurately and detailed. Also by having peers as auditors during 

the course of the research to confirm that the work is being done correctly but also increase 

the dependability and reliability of the study. Moreover, this can be time consuming for the 

auditors in terms of the amount of data and information being presented (Bryman, 2012). 

3.7.4 Confirmability 

Confirmability implies that the research should be done in good fate and with a high degree 

of objectivity, Bryman (2012) means that complete objectivity is impossible. Furthermore, 

the research nor the result should not be influenced by the researchers. In this study the 

primary data is not manipulated, all interviews were recorded and transcribed.  

 

3.8 Ethical Aspects 

Ethics is the morals of theory, norms and values, which is actualized in concrete situations 

and affects concrete actions. In other words, it describes the relationship between “is” and 

“should”. Ethical aspects covers principals and theories that can help pursue the analysis, and 

aid with selecting what’s important (Holme and Solvang 1997).  According to Bryman (2012) 

there are four main areas of the ethical principles; harm to participants, lack of informed 

consent, invasion of privacy and whether deception is involved. When regarding harm to the 

participants there are different facets e.g physical harm but mostly psychological harm like 

loss of self-esteem and stress. One way to minimize that kind of harm is by maintaining 

confidentiality. Bryman  (2012) adds that informed consent forms gives a feeling of 

advantage for the respondents, where they get the opportunity to be completely informed of 

the research and implications. Furthermore, they explain that invasion of privacy has different 

degrees. Where it mostly falls on consent based on the degree of information given and the 

feeling of questions being to private e.g. questions about money, religion and sexual 

activities. Deception on the other hand occurs when researchers wrongly present their work 

as something else, which diminishes the honesty. Moreover, the respondents should also 

know what is being researched to feel more secure and complacent. By being transparent and 

giving the respondent the choice of anonymity the chances of them answering the questions 

increases (Bryman, 2012). 

This study relates to the ethical aspects for maintaining transparent interviews. To maintain a 

feeling of safety and comfort for the respondents, they were told that they could end the 
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interview whenever they felt uncomfortable. Additionally, they got the choice of 

confidentiality. A majority of the respondents chose to be anonymous, which lead to the 

choice of making all the respondents nameless. Furthermore, the knowledge of 

documentation was also made clear. All the respondent was asked if they were comfortable 

with being recorded and it was made clear that the voice-files would be removed after the 

bachelor thesis was turned in.  

3.9 Transcription  

All the interviews that were recorded on phones, were also transcribed on the computers. This 

method was used to simplify the compilation of interviews. Transcription leads to a more 

complete examination of what has been said and it also allows a chance to repeat the 

examination. This method also gives the researcher a chance to view the interview from 

another point of view or to discover information that has been missed (Bryman, 2012).  

However, the method is very-time consuming and a good quality recording device is needed, 

which sometimes can be off-putting for the interviewees. 

3.10 Critical Aspects  

Bryman and Bell (2014) discusses the criticisms that the qualitative research has gotten from 

the quantitative researchers. To begin with, the quantitative researchers thinks that qualitative 

research are to “subjective”, which includes that they think that qualitative research is based 

on what the authors of the study thinks is important, and also that the interviewer can create a 

“relationship” with the respondent during the interview that can affect the way the respondent 

chose to answer. Bryman and Bell (2014) also mention the generalization problem, they 

explain that quantitative researchers believe that more often the respondents are only a few or 

live for example in small cities. In this study the occurring respondents have been from a few 

cities around Sweden, but at the same time there have not been so many from each city. This 

was mainly because of time constraints. Bryman and Bell (2014) also mention “lack of 

transparency”,and discuss that the procedure of the qualitative researcher is hard to make sure 

how the researcher has come to the conclusion. Another criticism is that the respondents are 

anonymous (Bryman and Bell, 2014). 

Furthermore, another critical point we noticed is that the interviews and transcriptions were 

done in Swedish. The appropriate data has been translated to English. The issue here is that 

words can sometimes have different synonyms and or meanings in different languages. 

Moreover, Swedish books were also used in this study, and these also got translated.  

Also, as mentioned before, the conducted interview was done with nine respondents between 

the limited demographic. We did not interview all the females in Sweden who fit our  chosen 

limits. Lastly, when doing the searching for important articles and information, many 

keywords were used. However, not all the different compositions of keywords were used. 

This might have led to a loss of important articles. 
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4. Empirical Data 

In this chapter the empirical data is presented collectively in the themes of the interview 

questions, which are: Influencers, Influencer marketing on Instagram, Frequency of 

advertisements, Wearout and Avoidance. The theme of credibility permeates all the 

mentioned themes. The quotes have been translated to English in the presented text, the 

Swedish quotes can be found in the right order under Appendix 3.  

4.1.  Influencer  

When describing the word influencer a majority of the respondents opinions were aligned, 

but in different ways. When they described an influencer, the interviewees mentioned four 

different factors; (1) following, (2) profit from it, (3) sharing pictures of their daily life and 

(4) influence other people. One of the respondents, R8,  mentioned the following when asked 

to define an influencer “I would say that it is a person who has many followers on social 

media and shows their daily life.” At the same time another one, R1, defined an influencer as 

“First of all, I think that it is someone who has a lot of followers on Instagram. Someone who 

can reach out to others. Then the influencer can influence in different ways. [...] And have it 

as a profession.”  

In summary, six of nine said that an influencer is someone who has many followers and three 

of nine did not mention the quantity of followers at all. Five out of nine exemplifies “getting 

revenue from” and/or “making business of” their posts/stories as an important factor, and four 

of nine did not mention. Three of nine mentioned “sharing pictures of their daily life”, and six 

did not. Lastly four of nine did mention that it is someone who influences others and five did 

not. A more detailed presentation of the interviewees’ definitions of an influencer can be 

obtained in Appendix 1. 

Even though R2, R5, R6 and R8 did not mention “influence on other people” when defining 

an influencer, yet they showed upon the tendency of being influenced at another time during 

the interviews. For example R2 said at one point “[...] so instead of me searching for hours 

they can recommend stuff. [ I ] Think it is easier for us to listen to someone than to search by 

ourselves.” R6 stated she buy stuff, impacted by influencers, all the time. Additionally R5 

said  

 

Yes, sometimes when I want to buy things I search for influencers who 

have done a collaboration about it. I use them as a review and to find a 

discount code. But then the choice is upon me, I don't want to be 

influenced to buy something that I haven’t been thinking of buying. 

                                                                                                               (R5) 

 

R8 showed upon a negative attitude towards how much impact the influencers have on her 

through expressing “[...] because I don’t want it to affect me as much as I think it does [...].” 

Contrary to these eight interviewees R9 showed upon a resistance towards influencer 
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advertising, she did only go through with purchases when in need of a certain product and not 

because of the persuasiveness of the ad. 

When asked how many influencers they chose to follow, three answered that they only 

followed one. R5 mentioned, “I do not like to follow too many influencers because it is easy 

to compare one's lifestyle with theirs and you become stressed out. I want to take things at my 

own pace”. Moreover, five of the interviewees said that they felt that they follow few 

influencers on Instagram and of the importance of e.g. finding a similarity between their 

values and norms and of those of the influencers. At the same time, they feel the need to find 

an interest in their lifestyles which entices them to keep following the influencer. They 

continued by explaining that the already followed influencers have been on their radar since 

before the time of instagram. There are different reasons to why they have chosen to follow 

the influencers but one might be a feeling of obligation to maintain the following. They have 

been interested in these individuals since their only plattform was a blog and today they find 

it compelling to see how their lives have changed. They also mention that a lack of creativity 

and amount of marketing have made them less attracted to follow new influencers. 

[...] I have followed her for a long time, and now she has children so I 

want to see and follow her life. All the others, I mean, I do not want to 

start following any new ones because it feels like everybody is the same. 

Everybody uploads the same collaborations, everybody dresses the same 

way, everybody looks the same, it is the same trends and everybody is kind 

of doing the same thing. If you go to their feed they look exactly the same. 

[...] if I were to go to her [page] now, I would not see any big differences.        

                                                                                                             (R4)                                                                                                

4.2  Influencer Marketing on Instagram 

On the subject of Influencer marketing all of the respondents have encountered 

advertisements made by influencers on Instagram. They also mentioned that they have noticed 

an increase in advertisement related posts and stories when compared to a few years ago. But 

with the continuing digitization new ways of marketing are born. When discussing the 

advertisement on Instagram, R2 mentioned that she had noticed a lot of sponsored posts. The 

respondent was well aware of it being a job and that the influencers who advertise 

products/brands are doing it for a living. However, she mentioned that nowadays there is just 

too much marketing on Instagram, it is everywhere. They advertise everything from clothes to 

self-tanner and that is where she loses her trust. “I think that it is quite annoying, I mostly use 

Instagram to get inspiration and to see fun things that makes me happy. I do not want to go on 

Instagram to see what I should buy from this and this page [...] “, R9 stated.  

The aspect of genuinity was touched upon by five of the respondents, where they argued 

against the influencers wording. Influnecers will often introduce many different products as 

“amazing”, “life-changing” and “the best”, which the respondents did not like. They question 

if it is genuine or if it is mainly done to make money. “If they just drag something up and say 

this is so so good, you have to try it. Well, then it does not feel so trustworthy”, R8 said when 
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she described how influencers advertise today. R2 also said that the influencers give out a 

vibe of exaggeration and that they feel fake.    

When these influencers do collaborations every day of the week I can not 

take them seriously. There is no red thread between what many advertise 

and according to the influencers everything they advertise is “the best and 

prettiest thing they have seen” and I can not take it anymore, [...] In those 

cases, I do not trust what they are selling .                                            (R2)                                                                                

Six of the respondents voiced their awareness of how the advertisements are done as a job and 

how it is the livelihood of the influencers. 

Yeah, I mean, the thing is that I understand why influencers do 

collaborations, because it is their way of making money. But at the same 

time you never know if it is their genuine opinion or if they only do it to 

get money.                                                                                          (R3) 

One of the respondents felt that Infleuncers sometimes market products that according to her 

might be competitors. R8 meant that it sometimes feels strange when they advertise many of 

the same products but from different brands. “I mean, chose one of them. How can ever 

product be so damn amazing” she added.  

Regarding the matter of trustworthiness, a majority of the respondents felt wary when talking 

about the trustworthiness of the influencer and the advertisements. Seven of the nine 

respondents said that they do not trust the general marketing that the influencers conduct. 

This as a result of them feeling unsure of whether the influencer actually enjoys the product 

and if the apparent effect of the product actually works. One of the respondents felt a high 

degree of annoyance and deception when she encounters certain kinds of ads.  

It does not feel like you can trust people anymore, cause the advertise all kinds of shit. 

You know this tea that is supposed to make people thin. You drink the tea to lose weight. I 

mean, are you serious?! When you know that the majority of the ones who recommend 

this have had surgeries and then they sit and tell us, their followers that they drank the 

tea to get their shape and we should do it too. I mean what. It is ridiculous! 

                                                                                                              (R6) 

Per contra, R4 specified that she rarely trusts all the influencers but that she notices when 

certain people admire a product or a brand. She implied that when an influencer present a 

product on their different social media platforms and when the product is shown in the 

background of a story, it feels like they use it, “for real”. The reason of why it is 

noticeable with certain influencers is because “you feel a connection, you kind of feel 

like you become best friends with the person, because you know everything about them.” 

Which is also a small reason to why she has been influenced go through with a purchase. 

The phenomenon “connection” was touched upon slightly. Another respondent, R6, 

mentioned that she gets influenced by the influencers all the time because she really likes 
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them and wants to support them. Three out of nine respondents said that they felt a 

connection or one way relationship, whereas five of nine did not express any connection 

towards the influencers. One respondent did not know how to answer the question about 

connection. Yet five out of nine of the respondents claimed that they would miss one or 

more influencer if he or she was to quit instragraming, two interviewees would not miss 

and additionally two respondents did not answer the question. R9 showed upon an 

understanding of the phenomenon of connection to an influencer, but did not feel the 

connection herself. Still she mentioned a tendency of missingness of a retired influencer. 

R9 pose an example of why missingness may not equal with a connection or one way 

relationship. Her missingness of a retired influencer is due to lack of inspiration and 

enjoyment of pictures, thus nothing connection-related.  

R4 said “[...] I have felt that I for example could have had the connection to an influencer 

in real life. Feels like we know each other. We seem to have similar values etc...” 

Whereas R2 did not feel that closeness to the influencer even though she like him/her.  

 

 4.2.1 Frequency of Advertisement 

 

The respondents have shown a sense of irritation when mentioning the amount of marketing 

they have noticed. They feel that many influencers have started to use their platform as a 

marketing tool instead of a social media platform. They continue through saying that the trust 

in the influencer decreases when the frequency of advertisement increases. A majority of the 

respondents agree. When asked about the connection between trust and the frequency, R9 

said “When there are too many commercials, I lose my trust”. The attention and curiosity 

fades away when being bombarded with ads. R2 consider two to three advertisements a week 

just enough. Two of the other respondents mentioned the same number but about ads per 

week, where R6 voiced how irritated she get when the ads rises above four. The three of them 

also touched upon how a reduction might affect how the influencers would choose the 

collaborations more thoughtfully. This might also lead to more genuine opinions being 

shared. Contrary to the others, R5 said that she would appreciate and have more trust in the 

influencer if they only did one collaboration per week, however they could advertise the 

product several times throughout the week. However, she was aware that the smaller 

influencers might need more collaborations to make ends meet. The remaining respondents 

could not answer this question with a specific number. R7, on the other hand, mentioned that 

the frequency does not influence her trust in the in the more famous influencer, but does in 

the smaller ones. She gave an example where a company uses smaller influencers to market 

their product, in that case she draws the conclusion that the company might not have enough 

money to advertise their products through the “real” influencers. This leads to her losing her 

trust.  However, she mentioned that she loses her faith in the influencer when they use ad 

links frequently. 

Further when R1 and R2 was asked about the frequency of collaborations and if it affected 

their trustworthiness for the influencer, they said; 
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Yes of course, if the influencer advertize everything it affects my trust in 

her because then it shows that she is only after money. And I get a feeling 

that she doesn’t think of us followers. If an influencer starts to market 

everything from toothpaste to phone cases and shoes, it starts to be too 

much. If an influencer is holding on to one thing, 

for example skin care or sport, it feels more trustworthy.    

                                                                                                         (R1)  

You can not just attack with collaborations and ads just because you work 

as an influencer. Absolutely, it is your job but if you lose followers or if 

they stop buying what is being advertised. Yet you still keep on 

bombarding [with ads], then you might not have a job in the end if you 

keep expecting that followers/customers will believe in everything.  They 

might lose followers and the other followers might remain as just 

followers instead of potential customers.                                          (R2)                                                                     

 

The subject of frequency was also discussed in the span of a week and day. R8 explained that 

collaborations felt more okay when you only see it little by little, but if it is noticed more than  

once a day, it is perceived as too much.  

Five out of nine respondents would rather encounter the frequent ads if it was sporadically 

scattered during a week. This because they feel that their trust got lost when way too much 

was published during one day.  

I prefer it spread out, then it does not feel like she is feeding me with a 

message because then it becomes desperate and clear that she only wants 

to sell. If she spread it out on several occasions it feels more genuine that 

she uses the product and hence it becomes more credible.                  

                                                                                                               (R5) 

 

4.2.2 The Phenomena of Wearout on Instagram 

Wearout was discussed in the matter of influencers advertising the same products, and 

conducting the advertisements in a similar manner. Eight of the respondents stated that the 

different influencers’ advertising focused posts and stories all look the same. R6 expressed a 

feeling of anger when speaking about this subject. She claimed that all the influencers' 

content including the advertisements look exactly identical, which makes them lose the trait 

of uniqueness. It made her tired to see the same thing all the time. 

[brand], almost every damn influencer is doing something about it. The 

thing is that I do not know what to believe. Which leads to me not caring 

about it to be honest. I mean, I do not support it, I do not buy it, I do not 
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do anything. I just think, aha another damn commercial. 

                                                                                                             (R6) 

 

She also added that it decreases her trust in the influencer when it happens. Actually, eight 

out of nine said that they lost their trust when the ads were a like. They added that it became 

boring to watch the same kinds of “commercials” all the time. 

 

Then I get bored! I used to be curious, but now when every person upload 

the same discount codes or with the same brands [ads]. Then I do not trust 

them as much, because it does not feel as genuine. It does not feel like they 

really like the brand, but rather for the money or free clothes. It does  not 

become as interesting when commercials are repeated.   

                                                                                                               (R4) 

 

R7 also sensed that a lot is the same and she talked about how the different advertisement 

stories are not very “individually customized” for the specific influencer. Which is where she 

loses a bit of her trust. She would enjoy it more if they advertised differently and more 

personally. 

 

While discussing that different influencers market the same product in the same way, five of the 

interviewed mentioned that the advertisements feel fake and that it feels like the companies had 

given out the same “script” to everyone. It leads to the respondents becoming tired when seeing 

the identical ads, giving the followers the preconception of them reading a script. R7 felt that the 

companies gave them a template on how to proceed with the advertisements. She felt that the 

influencers does not use their own experiences when marketing the products, rather, using the 

company’s words. Additionally, in the example given by R4 she said:  

 

Last week I was on somebody's Instagram page and the person had 

recorded a collaboration and it was as if the person couldn’t breath. She  

spoke so fast and she had to squeeze in the price, how long the discount 

was valid and all that. Which gave me an impression that she only does it  

for money and not because she genuinely wants to recommend a product 

she likes and then I am not interested in buying it. 

                                                                                                                (R4) 

 

R8 addressed that her faith for the products and the influencer is affected when the 

“commercials” are equal to each other which makes her come to the conclusion  that the 

influencers are only in it for the money.  R5, feels irritated and feels a loss of trust when she 

notices this but on the other hand, when seeing the same advertisements, the product “pops 

up” in her head more often. She continued by saying that even though it “works” she feels 

annoyed and tries to avoid seeing it. However, she continues by saying creativity is important 

and today everybody does the same. R4 feels the same way, “But I think that everything have 

become boring, with every influencer doing it the same way. [...] If they had done it in a 
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funny way, it would have affected me more. A little more creativity.” she also adds an 

example, that instead of lifting a lipstick up to show it, they should test it instead.  

  

 

4.2.3 Avoidance 

 

After discussing their opinions on influencer advertisements, and heard that the majority feel 

annoyed of the increased and frequent and similar advertisements. The matter of action was 

mentioned. Of all the interviewed, five out of nine respondents either scroll past the posts or 

click through the stories to avoid seeing the advertisements. Furthermore, four respondents 

said that they can go as far as to unfollow the influencer by cause of the frequent ads. 

Additionally, to stay away from possible influence.  

I just do not follow, I simply stop following them. I have never continued 

to follow an influencer if i find them annoying. Like, I have never clicked 

on the do not show their story or posts button. The times where I 

encounter it [ads], is when I make the choice to see it myself or when I am 

looking for something.                                                                                       

(R5) 

R7 even said that she had unfollowed up to 30 influencers due to the amount of 

advertisements. Which has resulted in her not noticing it as much anymore. 
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5. Analysis and Discussion 

In this Chapter the theories from the theoretical framework and the results from the empirical 

data are analysed and discussed. The biggest focus lies on trust and is analysed through the 

subjects of influencers, frequency of advertisements and the effect of wearout. 

 

The majority (six out of nine) of the responses surrounding the factor quantity of followers 

indicated that this factor had importance in defining the concept “influencer”. This result 

affirms the assumption declared by De Veirman, Cauberghe and Hudders (2017), stating that 

an influencer have a widespread network of followers. Of all nine respondents it is noted that 

five considered “to profit from” as a crucial factor in order to be defined as an influencer. 

This result is in line with Lahti’s (n.d) description of influencer marketing as something that 

can take form when someone for example share a picture on their Instagram account in 

collaboration with a company. This does also confirm the assumption drawn by De Veirman, 

Cauberghe and Hudders (2017) that when an influencer gets paid by a brand for marketing 

their products, the advertisement method is called influencer marketing. Further they state 

that an influencer is “the main character” in influencer marketing strategy.  

 

Four out of nine respondents said having impact on others is related to the influencer 

phenomenon. We can not confirm that the interviewees’ overall definition of the influencer 

profession is aligned with being an opinion leader, due to the fact that the majority of the 

respondents did not draw this connection. Contrary to this, it has been evident throughout the 

interviews that four of the respondents not mentioning “impact” as a part of the definition, 

nonetheless has been affected by influencers and/or even gone through with a purchase due to 

an influencer. In other words, eight out of nine respondents either defines influencers by the 

factor “impact” or shows upon being impacted by influencers somehow. Thus it may, despite 

the minority when defining influencers, be justifiable to view the influencer as an opinion 

leader, since Cambridge dictionary’s (2019) definition of an opinion leader follow as “a 

person whose opinions about something such as a product or an issue have a big influence on 

the opinions of others.”  

 

Because of the enablement of viewing an influencer as an opinion leader, Moorman, 

Deshpande and Zaltmans (1993, p. 82, see Lou and Yuan, 2019) definition of trust as “a 

willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence” leads to the thought 

that the respondents should have some sort of fundamental trust for the influencer. Yet there 

are factors affecting this fundamental trust, and these are going to be disassembled and 

analysed.  

 

As the empirical data shows, the attitude toward the amount of advertising at the social media 

platform today are negative. They think the influencers have become a marketing tool instead 

of media platform. The curiosity and attention decreases when the frequency of advertising 

get to intense. Three of the interviewees explains that a reduction of advertising might lead to 

a more thoughtfully choosing of collaborations with companies, which they in turn argue may 
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generate opinions of higher authenticity. Trust is important in order to be able to take full 

advantage of the influencers. As Kristen Matthews (2013) stated, today’s consumers tend to 

trust a third party to a greater extent than an advertising brand. The consumers also seem to 

be independent and listen more to the opinions of one whom they trust.  

R7 did stand out among the other respondents by stating that the frequency had no impact on 

her trust in the more famous influencers. Nonetheless she expresses a change in 

trustworthiness regarding minor influencers frequency of advertising. In spite of this she 

mention that the frequency of ad links affect the trust in the influencer. By assumption this 

leads to a decrease of trust towards all influencers who use ad links and not only the smaller 

ones. Which ties together the assumption that trust can be decreased or lost with frequent 

advertisement.  

The results from an earlier study by Hadija, Barnes and Hair (2012), mentioned before, was 

that the college student(users) of social media do not dislike the advertisements that occur on 

social media. In this study, on the other hand, the result was that the users perceived that 

advertisements are all over Instagram and that this was annoying. A possible explanation for 

this difference may be the fact that advertising on social media has increased massively in 

recent years (i.e. after the publication of Hadija, Barnes and Hair, 2012). 

 

If the influencer advertises too much and therefore starts to advertise irrelevant products it 

may be on the expense of their trustworthiness. R6 feels irritated by the fact that influencers 

advertise “all kinds of shit”. We assume that this means advertising products the influencer 

usually does not. Making it evident that the frequency of advertising is increased. In the sense 

of this, the credibility is lost and the effect of the advertisement loses its power. A reduction 

of advertising would thus increase the value of these carefully selected advertisements if they 

are close connected to the influencers values and regular feed. At the same time the 

respondents that took part in this study felt that advertisements in today's media has increased 

a lot. This has left them feeling annoyed, tired and it has resulted in a decline in 

trustworthiness. Because, when the influencer starts advertising more frequently they often 

tend to advertise different kinds of products. Additionally according to the respondents they 

tend to say the words “amazing” and “the best” when describing the different products. This 

leads to a feeling that the influencer is fake and not genuine when recommending new 

products to the followers, because everything cannot be “amazing” and “the best”. The 

followers gravitate to thinking that the influencer only cares for money instead of them, 

which may decrease their trust towards the influencer. On the contrary to that, if a follower 

feels a connection this process might be harder.  

 

Even though only three of nine respondents mentioned that they feel a connection or a one-

way relationship with the influencers, five of them said that they would miss them if they 

disappeared from Instagram. But at the time a respondent, R4, mentioned “[…] We seem to 

have similar values etc...”. This goes in line with Djafarova and Rushworth (2017) stating 

that if consumers are more capable to relate to the influencers it seems to lead to influencers 

getting strong persuasion-ability and credibility. At the same time another respondent, R6, 
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mentioned that she really likes the influencers and want to support them, which in turn go in 

line with Labrecque’s (2013) description of the PSI theory that Horton and Wohl (1956) 

defined. This, because Labrecque argues that one-sided relationship can appear between the 

“TV-actor” and a fan of the actor, but in this case between an influencer and the follower. 

This description also in agreement with R4 when she was mentioning following “you feel a 

connection, you kind of feel like you become best friends with the person, because you know 

everything about them.” Accordingly, parasocial interaction might have a positive effect on 

credibility. Thus an addition of this kind of interaction with the followers will decrease the 

negative effect of frequency on trustworthiness, both in terms of the direct relationship and in 

terms of wearout. 

 

The lack of creativity mentioned in the interviews may pose a threat to the attitude towards 

the ads, including the curiosity and attention that is related to the amount of advertisements. 

This lack of creativity is both verbally mentioned by some interviewees, but also detected in 

the noticed similarities among the influencers and among the influencers’ advertisements. 

Shortage of creativity (i.e. personalization and aesthetics) also endanger the entertainment of 

the advertisement, a quality of necessity for a positively perceived advertising value 

according to Lou and Yuan (2019). Abidin (2015, see De Veirman, Cauberghe and Hudders, 

2017) explain that an influencer interweaves their personal life when advertising a product. 

This means that an influencer that fails to implement their personal life to their influencer 

character will decrease it’s trustworthiness. 

  

Frequency is, as mentioned, not the only factor that might take part in the deterioration of 

trust. The effect of wearout occurs when there is a similarity in the frequently shown ads. 

Bass, Bruce, Majumdar and Murthi (2017) stated that copy wearout may increase the 

consumers product-knowledge and repetition wearout affect the potential consumers’ interest.  

A mix of these two is similar/identical commercials with a repeated exposure. However, on 

traditional media, identical exposure to a commercial is as easy as to turn on the tv. In this 

study, this effect was research on social media, more specifically on Instagram. As mentioned 

before, we have not found a substantial amount of articles on this subject.  But in spite of that 

the subject was chosen, as a matter of fact it was one of the key reasons why this subject has 

been chosen. Yet, the difference between the two medias could be pinpointed. On traditional 

media ads are identical and repeated. On instagram, on the other hand it is easier to modify 

the “commercials” which makes them nonidentical. Despite that, they can still be very 

similar. While this increases brand awareness after a certain time, it might annoy the potential 

consumer. R5, touched upon this in the interview, where she said that this repetitiveness and 

similarity of advertisements annoy her. But it works, she said that the product “pops up” in 

her head more often after seeing the ads. This verifies the effect of copy - and repetition 

wearout. Continuing on the same subject, eight of the respondents said that different 

influencers advertise the same product in the same way, which have lead to them feeling 

bored and losing interest in the influencer. Eight of nine also said that when this happens they 

lose their trust and they feel that the influencer is only focused on money. They felt that the 
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company had given them a script at that they only read what was given. Which is quite like a 

tv-commercial, the factor that differs is the face and voice of the influencer.   

 

When the advertisements continue being too similar and advertised frequently, people 

become annoyed, and when you are annoyed you tend to avoid the issue. There might be a 

point to what Kirmani (1997) wrote “if it’s advertised too much, there must be something 

wrong.”  

A majority of the respondents scrolled past or clicked through the different advertisements to 

avoid them. By avoiding the ads, it somewhat defeats the purpose of advertising on 

Instagram. Even further, four of the respondents said that they lost their trust, got irritated and 

would unfollow the influencers. Which, by assumption is a consequence of wearout at its 

best. This may thus also affect the awareness of the advertisement as well as of the product 

advertised. According to Friestad and Wright (1994) and Tutaj and Van Reijmmersdal (2012 

see De Veirman, Cauberghe and Hudders, 2017) the attitude towards the influencer may 

affect the perception of the brand. Consequently, the brand may also be affected by this 

irritation that occurs when the influencer advertises too much. This negative attitude toward 

the brand and/or the advertisement in turn reduces the purchase intention as Lee and Koo 

(2015) stated. Could this outcome be avoided? R7 mentioned that she would enjoy it more if 

the advertisements were made differently and more personal. This brings us to the question, if 

the same products were advertised in different ways, would the outcome be different?  In 

figure one, there is one moderating variable -similarity (S)-  if this is adjusted and the 

similarities lessen how would the outcome be? In the interview with R4, her boredom of the 

advertisements were mentioned, because “ all the influencers do it the same way”. Her cure 

for that was creativity. Which in a way gives some truth to the model that was made (fig.1), 

as boredom is an effect of wearout. Additionally, as mentioned before the respondents stated 

that they lost their trust and attention when ads were too frequent and/or similar, almost 

identical. This also strengthens the claim that frequency and wearout affect potential 

customers trust.  

 

R4 continued by mentioning that the ads would affect her more if they were done in a funnier 

way for example, all she asked for was a little creativity, as little as “ trying the lipstick on, 

instead of only lifting it up.” As Octoly (2018) mentioned the influencers have all the tools 

crucial for an authentic platform in the Instagram feature “stories”, the challenge becomes to 

manage and exploit these tools fully. 

 

R7 did, as mentioned, argue that being more personal would make her enjoy the 

advertisement more. Personalisation is according to Dao et al (2014) a way of entertaining 

the receiver of advertisements, and the entertainment has a positive effect on the receivers' 

value of perception of the advertisement. Perceived value should reasonably have an impact 

on the attitude toward the advertising and likely also on the purchase intention. We assume 

that personalisation also means a decrease of similarity thus all individuals have different 

personalities. 
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6. Conclusion  

In this chapter, conclusions have been made with the result form the analysis and discussion. 

The aim and research questions have been what the conclusions are based on. The aim of this 

study was to describe and analyse if females between the ages of 20-25 indicate a decrease of 

trustworthiness and a development of wearout of advertisement when the frequency of 

Instagram advertisements become too intense. Further the study aims to increase the 

knowledge of wearout and the effect of trustworthiness. 

The effect on trustworthiness differs between the outcome of the two factors frequency and 

wearout in the matter that trustworthiness is affected in different ways. The  negative effect of 

wearout on trustworthiness may decrease due to increasing creativity, enacting the 

advertisement to stand out in today’s advertising-loaded social media. After learning that the 

respondents felt that the increasing of advertisements lead them to feel a sense of insincerity 

from the influencer, it is easy to draw the conclusion that it collectively weakened their trust 

towards the influencer. However, the factor of PSI may slow the process of losing trust, this 

because the follower has a “friendly” relationship toward the influencer.  

 

The analysis also confirms the model, and gives an answer to the question if wearout may 

result in different outcomes of trust. As the respondents mentioned, they felt a higher 

decrease in trust when the advertisements were too similar, almost identical. The analysis has 

shown the importance that when an influencer does an advertising on Instagram to not make 

it sound like a script. Especially when the thought is that a few influencer will market the 

same product. Another significant element from the analysis is that an influencer should limit 

their advertisements on their Instagram account.   
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After analysing the empirical data it is simple to conclude that similarity may lead to a 

wearout effect that also diminishes the attention of a follower. Where they lose their attention 

to the advertisements, this because they chose to avoid or unfollow the influencer. 

 

Concludingly,  the effect on trust can differ depending on how strong the moderating variable 

similarity (S) is. So, if the variable S is strong  it will lead to a stronger decrease of trust. As 

well as, if the variable S i weak the decrease of trust will be lower. In other words, if the way 

of advertising varies even the slightest it can shift the followers trust for the influencer. The 

respondents pressed on the words uniqueness and creativity. Presumably, these two factors 

would shift the variable S the most. That is to say, if many influencers are marketing the 

same product in the same manner a followers trust for them is lowered. But if one of them 

makes the decision to advertise it in a more creative way it can be as simple as trying on a 

shade of lipstick instead of holding it up, the followers will feel a stronger trust towards that 

specific influencer.   

 

In conclusion, when using influencer marketing try to chose an influencer that is different and 

to all the influencers, try to stand out in a world of “almost” identical advertisements. 
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7. Implications and Future Research  

Interscientific, our results imply that the wearout effect may have an impact on the trust of an 

influencer at the platform Instagram. This effect is derived from a high frequency of 

advertising combined with similarity of the campaigns. The impact on credibility differs from 

the direct impact of frequency on trustworthiness.  

 

Practically, the results show a request of creativity and authenticity. If a marketer/influencer 

succeed in transferring this authenticity and creativity to the receiver of the ad-campaign the 

disadvantages of wearout will be avoided. 

The subject of wearout has yet to be fully studied -to our knowledge-, which gives the future 

researchers many alternatives to continue what we have started. There is much more to deep 

dive into and a larger demographic to research. Even a switch of perspective is possible, 

considering this study is from a “consumer perspective”. A potential approach could be from 

the influencers’ point of view, or even the brands’ and companies’ perspective from the 

marketers who plan the influencers campaign on Instagram. Further this study is written from 

“women’s perspective”, it would also be interesting from “men’s perspective”. It could 

additionally be interesting with a comparison between women and men. Another approach 

could be to develop our theoretical model by adding further variables, as the outcome of 

changing trustworthiness. The relationship between the existing variables could be studied in 

terms of alternative directions of the relationships and two-sided relationships.  
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Appendix 

1. Table of Respondents Cross Definitions of an Influencer 

Table 2: A more detailed presentation of the interviewees’ definitions of an influencer 

  Following  Profit from it  Pictures of Daily 

Life 

Influence 

R1  X  X    X 

R2  X       

R3  X    X  

R4  X      X 

R5    X     

R6  X  X     

R7    X  X  X 

R8  X    X   

R9    X  X   

 

2 Interview Guide  

English and Swedish versions 

 

2.1 English 

Influencer 

● What is an influencer according to you? 

● Do you follow any influencers on Instagram? 

● Do you find any similarities between the different influencers you follow? 

  

Connection 

● Would you miss if the person suddenly stopped "Instagram"? 

● Do you think you can get a "connection" to an influencer? (An extra interest in the  

person's life) and do you think that confidence in this person is increasing? 
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● Have you ever felt that? 

● Have you commented on any post/story? 

  

Credibility: Influencer Marketing and Wearout 

● Do these influencers recommend different services / products? 

● Speaking of recommendations and tips of products, do you notice advertising on 

instagram? How often do you see these posts? 

● Do you think it may be too much / little? (what is to much) 

o   How do you react when it appears "too much" per day from the same 

influencer? 

o   How do you react when it appears "too much" per week from one and the 

same influencer? 

o   Which of them do you prefer? 

● How do you avoid advertising? 

● Do you feel that you are missing out on new products and offers? 

● Let's say you choose to look at the advertising and products displayed: 

o   Do you have any trust towards the influences you follow? 

o   Is there anything that affects your confidence? 

● Have you ever been influenced by an influencer to buy a promoted product? 

● Have you noticed that different influencers do the same type of advertising / 

collaboration? Any example? 

● Do you think that trust in the product/service increases or decreases when the same 

type of advertising/collaboration is done? 

● Is there someone you followed before but that you no longer follow? 

  

Other Questions: 

● Is there anything you would like to add before we finish our interview? 

  

 

2.2 Swedish 

Influencer  

● Vad är en influencer enligt dig? 

● Följer du några influencers instagram? 

● Ser du några likheter mellan de olika influencers du följer?   

 

Connection 

● Skulle du sakna om personen helt plötsligt slutade “instagramma”? 

● Tror du att man kan få en “connection” till en influencer? (Ett extra intresse av 

personens liv) och tror du att förtroendet till denna ökar då? 

● Har du någonsin känt av det?  

● Har du kommenterat något inlägg/story?  

 

Credibility: Influencer Marketing and Wearout  
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● Brukar dessa influencers rekommendera olika tjänster/produkter?  

● På tal om rekommendationer och tips om produkter, märker du av reklam på 

instagram? Hur ofta ser du dessa inlägg? 

● Tycker du att det kan bli för mycket/lite? (vad är mkt)  

○ Hur reagerar du när det blir “för mkt” per dag från en och samma influencer? 

○ Hur reagerar du när det blir “för mkt” per vecka från en och samma 

influencer? 

○ Vilken av de föredrar du? 

● Hur gör du för att undvika reklam? 

● Känner du att du då missar nya produkter och erbjudande? 

● Låt oss säga att du väljer att titta på reklamen och produkterna som visas: 

○ Har du någon tillit till influencerna du följer? 

○ Finns det något som påverkar din tillit?  

● Har du någonsin blivit påverkad av en influencer till att köpa en marknadsförd 

produkt? 

● Har du märkt av att olika influencers gör samma typ av reklam/samarbete? Något 

exempel?  

● Tycker du att förtroendet för produkten/tjänsten ökar eller minskar, då samma typ av 

reklam/samarbete görs?  

● Finns det någon du följde förut men som du inte följer längre?  

 

Other Questions:  

● Är det något mer du skulle vilja tillägga innan vi avslutar vår intervju?   

 

3. Quotes  in Swedish 

Influencer  

● “Jag skulle säga att det är en person som har många följare på sociala medier som 

visar sitt liv.” -R8 

 

● “Det är först och främst någon som jag anser har väldigt många följare på Instagram. 

Någon som kan nå ut till andra. Sen kan den influera på flera olika sätt liksom. [...] 

och har det som ett yrke.” -R1 

 

● “[...] istället för att jag man ska leta i timmar kan dem rekommendera saker. [Jag] tror 

vi har det enklare att lyssna på någon än att leta själva. “ - R2 

 

● “Ja, ibland när jag vill köpa saker så letar jag efter influensers om samarbetat med det. 

Ja använder dem som en recension och för att leta upp en rabattkod. Men då är valet 

hos mig, jag vill inte bli påverkad till att köpa något jag inte tänkt köpa.”  -R5 

 

● “[...] för jag vill inte att de ska påverka mig så mycket som jag tror att de gör.” -R8 
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Influencer marketing on Instagram  

● “Jag gillar inte att följa för många influencers för det är enkelt att jämföra sin livsstil 

med deras och man blir stressas. Jag vill ta saker i min egna takt.” - R5 

 

● “[...] jag följt henne länge, och nu har hon barn så vill se och följa hennes liv. Alla 

andra, asså vill inte börja följa någon ny för att det känns som att alla är likadana. 

ALLA lägger ut SAMMA samarbeten, alla klär sig likadant, alla ser likadana ut, det 

är samma trender och alla gör typ samma sak. Om man går in på deras flöden så ser 

det EXAKT likadant ut. [...], om jag hade gått in på henne nu så hade jag inte sett så 

stor skillnad. “ - R4 

 

● “När dem här influencerna gör samarbeten varje dag i veckan kan jag inte ta dem 

seriöst. Det är ingen röd tråd mellan vad många marknadsför och enligt dessa 

influencers så är allt de marknadsför “de bästa och det finaste de sett” och ja orkar 

inte mer [...] I dem fallen, litar jag inte på vad de säljer  ” -R2 

 

● “Ja, asså grejen är jag förstår varför influencer gör samarbeten, för att det är deras sätt 

att få in pengar. Men samtidigt vet man aldrig om det är deras genuina åsikt eller om 

de gör det bara för att få in pengar.” - R3  

 

● Jag tycker mest att det är irriterande, jag använder som sagt Instagram mest för att få 

inspiration och se roliga grejer som man blir glad av. Jag vill inte gå in på Instagram 

för att se vad jag borde köpa på den här och den här sidan [...] R9 

 

● “Men om dem bara drar upp en sak och bara “den här är så så bra, ni måste testa den”, 

då känns det inte lika trovärdigt.” - R8 

 

● “Det är så hära välj ett utav dem. Asså, hur kan varje produkt vara så jävla 

amazing?” - R8 

 

● “Det känns inte som om man kan lita på folk längre, för de marknadsför allt slags skit. 

Du vet den här teet som ska göra folk smal. Man dricker te för att gå ner i vikt. Asså 

man ba är ni seriösa?! När man vet att de flesta av de som rekommenderar det har 

opererat sig själva och så ska de sitta och säga till oss, sina följare, att de har druckit 

det här teet för att få deras form och så ska vi också göra det. Asså va. Det är skit 

löjligt!” -R6 

 

● “Du känner en connection. Det känns som att man blir bästa vän med personen, då 

man vet allting om dem.” - R4 
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● “[...] har känt att jag till exempel skulle kunna ha klickat med en influencer i 

verkligheten. Känns som att vi känner varandra.  Vi verkar ha liknande 

värderingar etc...” - R4 

Frequency of advertising  

● “När det blir för mycket reklam, tappar jag tillit” - R9 

 

● “Ja självklart, om influencers marknadsför allting så kommer det att 

påverka min tillit för henne för då, för då visar det att hon är ute efter 

pengar. Och jag får en känsla att hon inte tänker på oss följare. Om en 

influencer börjar marknadsföra allt från tandkräm till telefonskal till skor, 

så börjar det bli för mycket. Om dem istället håller sig till en sak, till 

exempel hudvård eller sport, så känns det mer pålitligt” - R1 

 

● “Man kan ju inte bara kötta på med samarbeten och reklam bara för att du 

jobbar som en influencer. Absolut att det är ditt jobb men om du förlorar 

följare eller om de slutar köpa vad som marknadsförs. Och du fortfarande 

BOMBAR då kommer du troligen inte ha ett jobb kvar i slutet om du 

förvänta sig att följare/kunder ska tro på allting. Dem kan förlora följare 

och följarna kanske förblir enbart följare och ej potentiella kunder” -R2 

 

● “Jag föredrar att det sprids ut för då känns det inte som att hon matar 

sönder mig med ett budskap för då blir det mer desperat och tydligt att hon 

bara vill sälja . Om hon sprider ut det på flera tillfällen så känns det mer 

genuint som att hon använder produkten och därav blir det mer trovärdigt” 

–R5 

 

The Phenomenal of Wearout on Instagram 

● “[varumärke] Asså nästan varenda jävla influencer gör någonting om de. 

Asså grejen är typ att jag inte vet vad jag ska tro om det. Vilket leder till 

att jag skiter jag i det om jag ska vara helt ärligt. Asså jag supportar inte, 

jag köper inte. Jag gör inget. Jag tänker ba aha ännu en jävla  reklam.”- R6 

 

● “Då tröttnar jag! jag brukade vara nyfiken, men nu när alla människor lägger upp samma 

rabattkod eller med samma märke [marknadsföring]. Då litar jag inte på det lika mycket 

för det känns inte lika genuint. Det känns inte som att dem på riktigt tycker om märket, 

utan att dem bara göra det för pengar eller gratis kläder.  Det blir inte lika intressant då 

när reklam upprepas” - R4  

 

● “Förra veckan var jag inne på någons instagram och den hade spelat in ett samarbete och 

det var som att personen inte kunde andas, hon pratade så fort och hon var tvungen att få 

in priset, hur länge koden gäller och allt sånt där. Vilket gav mig intrycket att hon bara 

gör det för pengar och inte genuint då hon vill rekommendera en produkt hon tycker om 
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och då blir jag inte intresserad av att köpa den.” - R4 

 

● Tycker även allting har blivit så tråkigt, med att alla influencers för på samma sätt.[…] 

Hade dem gjort det på ett mer roligt sätt så hade det påverkat mig mer. Lite mer 

kreativitet.” – R4 

 

 Avoidance  

● “Jag följer inte då, jag slutar helt enkelt att följa dem då. Jag har aldrig fortsatt följa en 

influencer om jag finner dem störande, jag har liksom aldrig tryckt på visa inte dennes 

story eller inlägg knappen. Dem gångerna jag ser är dem gångerna jag gör valet att 

vilja se eller letar efter något.” -R5 

 

 

 


